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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Thats what i look for in a
dealership! We didnt get to do business.. Very pushy salespeople. Though the car was
'overpriced' , according to CarGurus, I really wanted to check it out. To sweeten the deal, I
asked if they could throw in a set of winter tires, and my request was granted. They were
incredibly helpful; I was very pleased with their service. And I really like the car. Dealer was
courteous, answered all questions honestly and provided a mechanical report on the Navigator.
He will be keeping a lookout in the future for my requirements. Still waiting to here back about
the vehicle we want but so far they have beyond and above helping us get what we like. I would
recommend them percent. Good experience with Subaru Calgary. Wished me all the best in my
search. Would recommend. Horrible experience. The sales person insisted I had to meet with
him in person in order to get the information I needed. I live in Toronto and going there during
the day and with covid was very difficult. They are just concerned about the sale. Not the
service. I was very disappointed because I was very likely going to buy from them. The dealer
was quick to respond and answer my questions. The vehicle that is online is no longer
available. From the first phone call to the end of the sale, this dealership has excellent customer
service. Salespeople are professional, courteous and knowledgeable. The whole staff is friendly
and happy to help. They definitely went out of their way to provide a very rewarding experience,
and a great deal on the car i bought. Negotiations were honest and quick. I would definitely
return for my next car purchase, and I would highly recommend Ali and his sales team to
everyone! Even though I did not buy the car ,Ali was more then helpful and I said I would be
back in the spring to pick out a vehicle. Excellent service, great communication, easiest vehicle
purchase ever, no hassle buying!!! Very professional definitely will deal with them again in the
future. Thanks To Peppe and all the stuff. Not good. Had appointment but sales man busy in his
office with other client I left after one hour. Find my car somewhere else. Nick was a pleasure to
deal with. Love their approach of simply letting you go look, and sit in the vehicles. They post a
car which is already sold. I went there all the way they said we just sold now. My son was
looking for a car and has decided on something other than the Fiat. Galaxy Motors did reply
promptly and followed up. I think they were very efficient and I am disappointed that my son
decided to go in a different direction. I thank them for their prompt reply and interest. Dealer
responded quickly to my inquiry. I didn't purchase the car so had no further contact with the
dealer. Mike at Bay Auto was extremely helpful and real. We'll help you find great deals among
tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to
narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days
on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with
a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Request Information. The Jaguar XF is a medium-size luxury sedan from this
famous premium builder. Read more. Jaguar XF Reviews Review. Elegant and prestigious,
beautiful lines and interior. V6 supercharged, hp is plenty powerful enough for almost all driving
situations. It is an absolute must get car. I love it. After driving a Benz for over 20 years, trying
something new was hard for me. I like that it comes with maintenance. Looks very nice and the
price is good. Why Use CarGurus? Jaguar dealers in Calgary AB. Jaguar dealers in Edmonton
AB. Jaguar dealers in Halifax NS. Jaguar dealers in Montreal QC. Jaguar dealers in Ottawa ON.
Jaguar dealers in Quebec QC. Jaguar dealers in Toronto ON. Jaguar dealers in Vancouver BC.
Jaguar dealers in Winnipeg MB. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Sold this vehicle before we could see it. But we found another better deal with them.
Although I did not buy the car from them, the dealer representative was very courteous and
professional. I only chose other dealership because it was like 10 mile closer to my home. Next
time I definitely give them a try. Good experience. Willing to negotiate. Walked out with a new
Range Rover. Howard is great. Bill at Jaguar Land Rover of Naperville was accommodating and
professional in every way. I love my new SUV and would do business there again! I have
personally bought from Honotu and my experience with the purchase was awesome. I plan to
buy another vehicle in the very near future. Kevin M. Requested 3 cars , none received, not even
a call, the 4th was short of dirty, mud, crums and with horrible smell, the sales man was an old
man with lack of basic service skills who refused to give my license back as if he wanted to
memorize my information, I almost snatched license and walked out. Purchased a Tundra from
them. Great response time. I visited to look at the vehicle and Baker was very polite and helpful.
The car looked amazing just as it was described. Also the finance manager Marco and the sales
team were was very helpful and cooperative. I had a very good experience. This is an honest
review from a real customer. Short version.. Dealership is advertising vehicles that they do not

have in stock. Clear bait and switch tactic. Also the employees are unprofessional. This has
been by far the worst experience with a dealership. Wasn't excited about the financing dept. But
salesman was friendly and tried very had at getting me a car. Got back in touch with me fast.
And informed me of the situation as soon as it changed. The listing on the vehicle is misleading
to any one selecting it. If they can't get the little things right how can they handle bigger ones. I
have called them up. They first of all listed the car in a wrong way of information. They have
been hiding the history of the car to get the higher value , which is shady and sketchy to me.
The car is good. But they try to hustle and put higher price. Very easy to work with. Made the
purchase of my new Land Rover a very good experience. They were very honest and straight
forward with their pricing etc I will go back to Wilde dealership to purchase my next vehicle. I do
recommend them to all my friends and family. My Salesman Marshall Jones, very professional
and knowledgeable about his products. I would recommend Mr. Jones as good and easy
salesman to work with. I am so happy with my purchase! The people here are awesome.
Answered all my questions before I bought the car, and even fixed some scratches on the car at
no extra cost. They wanted me happy and they succeeded! Best customer service! Very
pleasant, we talked about condition of the car and he said there something they had to do to it
and they'll get back to me. Haven't heard back from him yet. Dealer let me know the vehicle was
sold, but the listing remained up, despite that. Glad they responded, but the lack of cleanliness
on their ads wastes time. Great experience. Alex was very perfessional and the car was
absolutely beautiful and at a great price. My mom with be very pleased with her new Ford Edge
Titanium. Thank you again for all your help Great working with Alex. Quick responses, there
was no run-around. The car was as advertised. Would work with them again. Response was
very timely. Dealer was helpful. This car had been sold, but they offered me more options.
Excellent communication. Purchase went really smooth and they were able to get me the best
price for my trade-in vehicle. Very professional. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Jaguar Dealer. Request Information. The Jaguar XF is a medium-size luxury sedan
from this famous premium builder. Read more. Jaguar XF Reviews Review. Elegant and
prestigious, beautiful lines and interior. V6 supercharged, hp is plenty powerful enough for
almost all driving situations. It is an absolute must get car. I love it. After driving a Benz for over
20 years, trying something new was hard for me. I like that it comes with maintenance. Looks
very nice and the price is good. Why Use CarGurus? Jaguar dealers in Atlanta GA. Jaguar
dealers in Chicago IL. Jaguar dealers in Dallas TX. Jaguar dealers in Houston TX. Jaguar
dealers in Los Angeles CA. Jaguar dealers in Miami FL. Jaguar dealers in New York NY. Jaguar
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Jaguar dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Its refresh of the XF has attempted to address style
complaints from earlier years. This car is made to appeal to luxury drivers craving a sportier
ride, and the redesign emphasizes this. Under the hood, the car stays the same with a powerful
5. The XF Base and Portfolio offer hp and lb-ft of torque, the Supercharged ramps power to hp
and lb-ft of torque, and the top-of-the-line R has hp and lb-ft of torque. All models are rear-wheel
drive, and one of the car's biggest issues is that Jaguar needs to offer AWD to stay competitive.
All models come with a 6-speed manual transmission with paddle shifters with winter and
dynamic driving modes. The Base comes with inch alloy wheels, with or inchers as options; the
Portfolio comes with inch wheels, with inchers available; and the R comes with inch wheels. A
variety of attractive spokes and metals are available for each level as well. Outside, the car has
received enough nips and tucks in the fascia to make any Hollywood superstar jealous. Inside,
one is greeted with a redesigned steering-wheel system, new front and rear seats, and a new
color control screen. Silver buttons have been replaced with a more easy-to-read black finish.
The distinctive Jaguar interior has been further enhanced with new wood and leather options.
Navigation, USB connectivity and Bluetooth are standard for all levels. Once the drivetrain is
engaged, the fun really begins. All levels are nimble and powerful, but the Supercharged and R
trims really take it over the top, with an Adaptive Dynamics System that scans the road ahead
and adjusts the suspension accordingly. Even with the Base engine, 0 to 60 is clocked at 5.
Watch out for speeding tickets! Safety features in the XF include front and side airbags for the
front seats, side curtain airbags and an antilock braking systemâ€”standard in most cars of its

class. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can
help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Negotiable , km. Request Information. Image Not Available. Read more. Desmeules
Chrysler. Elegant and prestigious, beautiful lines and interior. V6 supercharged, hp is plenty
powerful enough for almost all driving situations. It is an absolute must get car. I love it. After
driving a Benz for over 20 years, trying something new was hard for me. I like that it comes with
maintenance. Looks very nice and the price is good. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Mike at Bay Auto was extremely helpful and
real. Good communication from the dealer rep, but the car was just not what I was looking for.
Dealer responded promptly upon inquiry but unfortunately refused to a test drive due to Covid I
could not commit to spend thousands without having to drive the vehicle first. Hopefully when
Covid19 is over, the dealer may allow its prospective clients to test drive the vehicle first before
finalizing the deal. In the meantime I wish them all the best. Still hoping to see it if it's around
when I gets over to mainland. Friendly salesman offering assistance. It was awesome didn't get
the car I wanted it was sold but they took very good care of me and got me another awesome
deal for I just bought. Email exchanged. Polite and efficient. I indicated my budget over the
email and there has never been any follow up since then. The people that i've dealt with are
excellent. Hao has been very helpful , very courtious. No pressure. Just the way car buying
should be. Can't beat their prices. Sure hope i can make the deal happen? We'll help you find
great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All
Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Image Not Available. Authorized Jaguar Dealer. The
Jaguar XF is a medium-size luxury sedan from this famous premium builder. Read more. Jaguar
XF Reviews Review. Elegant and prestigious, beautiful lines and interior. V6 supercharged, hp is
plenty powerful enough for almost all driving situations. It is an absolute must get car. I love it.
After driving a Benz for over 20 years, trying something new was hard for me. I like that it comes
with maintenance. Looks very nice and the price is good. Why Use CarGurus? Jaguar dealers in
Calgary AB. Jaguar dealers in Edmonton AB. Jaguar dealers in Halifax NS. Jaguar dealers in
Montreal QC. Jaguar dealers in Ottawa ON. Jaguar dealers in Quebec QC. Jaguar dealers in
Toronto ON. Jaguar dealers in Vancouver BC. Jaguar dealers in Winnipeg MB. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Replied to rep with information, no
further response from sales rep Tyler Rupsingh. Absolutely amazing experience. I haven't
purchased a vehicle in 15 years and knowing so much has changed over the years I did know
how how things would go. I purchased the car with very minor issues but those are being
resolved. They were very nice. The truck we wanted was already sold. We were able to test drive
another truck. The sales person Armonti was very helpful. Great people! Nice and friendly, not
forceful at all like other dealers. Didn't buy but would come back. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Jaguar XF.
Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Why
Use CarGurus? Jaguar dealers in Columbus GA. Jaguar dealers in Opelika AL. Jaguar dealers
in Lagrange GA. Jaguar dealers in Montgomery AL. Jaguar dealers in Albany GA. Jaguar
dealers in Carrollton GA. Jaguar dealers in Macon GA. Jaguar dealers in Dothan AL. Jaguar
dealers in Anniston AL. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Purchased this vehicle. Ruben and Fernando, Finance Manager were absolutely incredible. We

had a very good car buying experience, highly recommend them, these guys are 5 stars. My
salesperson was Leroy and he was very helpful and knowledgeable about the cars. He sold me
the car that was a perfect fit for me and my needs. Most importantly, I am not from Atlanta and
was there just for a visit. Over the next 4 days we spoke daily to plan our next steps so I could
book a flight when I was ready and he had everything ready when I arrived from my very early
morning flight and long uber drive to make my purchase. Great job! My salesman Igor was the
best salesperson I have ever dealt with. He was quick to respond initially. Not pushy and offered
honest input. What was advertised was what I saw on premises. I would recommend Gravity to
my friends and family. I travelled all the way from NY and paper work and car was ready to go.
Charles was excellent! Made my process smooth and focused on making sure the car met all
my needs. Got back in touch with me fast. And informed me of the situation as soon as it
changed. The listing on the vehicle is misleading to any one selecting it. If they can't get the
little things right how can they handle bigger ones. I got another Range Rover Evoque from the
same dealer and my experience was fabulous My sales rep was Alex Jones,ask for him My
experience was extremely positive and professional. My salesman, Jonathan was excellent at
customer service and made the me feel that he wanted me to be happy with my purchase. The
Finance Manager was knowledgeable and honest throughout the process. Professional and
friendly from start to finish. Began the process online and was in and out of the dealership on
one hour. Didn't end up purchasing but the sales team was very attentive and responded
quickly. Very good communication. Excellent customer service Dianna was a joy to work with
but the price was out of my budget. The gentleman Louis was very professional an responded
very quickly to my request. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Jaguar XF. Email me price drops and new listings for these
results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Jaguar Dealer. Image Not Available. The
Jaguar XF is a medium-size luxury sedan from this famous premium builder. Read more.
Hennessy Jaguar. Jaguar XF Reviews Review. Elegant and prestigious, beautiful lines and
interior. V6 supercharged, hp is plenty powerful enough for almost all driving situations. It is an
absolute must get car. I love it. After driving a Benz for over 20 years, trying something new was
hard for me. I like that it comes with maintenance. Looks very nice and the price is good. Why
Use CarGurus? Jaguar dealers in Atlanta GA. Jaguar dealers in Lawrenceville GA. Jaguar
dealers in Covington GA. Jaguar dealers in Canton GA. Jaguar dealers in Carrollton GA. Jaguar
dealers in Gainesville GA. Jaguar dealers in Rome GA. Jaguar dealers in Athens GA. Jaguar
dealers in Lagrange GA. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Unfortunately the car was already sold, but the salesman could not have been more helpful and
pleasant! I bought this car yesterday. Very good service from this dealer despite that they are
not Porsche dealers. Car is absolutely mint for its years. We'll help you find great deals among
tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and a vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, gearbox, variant, days on the forecourt,
drivetrain, colour, engine, options and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops or photos, our filters can help with that too. By car By body
style By price All makes All models. All years to All years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi
mi mi Nationwide. Jaguar XF Chequered Flag. Email me price drops and new listings for these
results. Best deals first. CarGurus user. Why use CarGurus? Jaguar XF in Stirling 1 listing.
Jaguar XF in Glasgow 1 listing. Jaguar XF in Edinburgh 1 listing. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Responded,was helpful. Excellent description of the
vehicle, I would deal with him again. Car broke down with faulty alternator after 25 miles.
Autoselect reluctant to reimburse me. Still arguing.. Autoselect then put on 6 months tax. Apart
from that, very nice car. I was contacted within the day, arranged test drive 5 days later as car
was only just acquired. Very efficient made contact right away and were very helpful in every
way. However the vehicle was not suitable. Had good communication. Know what they are
talking about. Quality cars at good prices In contacting them they know their cars. Poor, over
priced and missed alot of problems with this car off there description. Glad I didn't buy. I asked
my son to speak to him and he advised that he just purchased the car.. I asked at reception if

this was true and they said yes I know they had already agreed to sell it to them as they had
travelled from London. Lovely people wish I was quick enough to buy the audi q7 ltd edition
,they was quick to respond all my fault it had gone I was too slow. The dealer emailed me the
following day with details of the car and viewing details. Good to deal with,got car ready for
requested date with everything done they said they would,a pleasure doing business with them.
Steve is very quick to reply and very helpful. I would definitely recommend him he is very
professional. Steve was quick to respond, a few hiccups on both sides but sorted out really fast.
He makes sure your total sorted out fantastic guy very professional would recommend. Never
showed or called back wasted ma time meant to be open till 10pmwas waiting from 5pm till 7pm
answered 1st call and never replied again. Very professional, quick to respond on line , friendly
and approachable definitely recommend loving my new car. Excellent, great communication
from the dealer. Bought the car and really pleased with it. Regular correspondence during
negotiations. However information on the vehicle was inconsistent over the duration with price
and mileage fluctuating on various occasions. We'll help you find great deals among tens of
thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and a vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, gearbox, variant, days on the forecourt, drivetrain,
colour, engine, options and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops or photos, our filters can help with that too. Used Jaguar XF for sale
nationwide. By car By body style By price All makes All models. All years to All years. Radius 10
mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus user. Request
information. Image not available. Why use CarGurus? Jaguar XF R-Sport. Jaguar XF Portfolio.
Jaguar XF Premium Luxury. Jaguar XF Luxury. Jaguar XF S. Jaguar XF Prestige. Jaguar XF S
Portfolio. Jaguar XF Sport. Jaguar XF Chequered Flag. Jaguar dealers in Birmingham. Jaguar
dealers in Bristol. Jaguar dealers in Edinburgh. Jaguar dealers in Glasgow. Jaguar dealers in
Leeds. Jaguar dealers in Liverpool. Jaguar dealers in London. Jaguar dealers in Manchester.
Jaguar dealers in Sheffield. Used Jaguar XF with 4. Used Jaguar XF with 1. Used Jaguar XF with
2. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Responded,was helpful.
Excellent description of the vehicle, I would deal with him again. Poor, over priced and missed
alot of problems with this car off there description. Glad I didn't buy. I asked my son to speak to
him and he advised that he just purchased the car.. I asked at reception if this was true and they
said yes I know they had already agreed to sell it to them as they had travelled from London.
Steve is very quick to reply and very helpful. I would definitely recommend him he is very
professional. Steve was quick to respond, a few hiccups on both sides but sorted out really fast.
He makes sure your total sorted out fantastic guy very professional would recommend. This
was not the vehicle I was looking for, but the dealer was very friendly, professional and helpful
while dealing with us. All i can say is thank you Swancar,they got staight back to me..
Disappointed as the vehicle had been sold.. I got the impression they were trying to be honest
and upfront but don't forget they are out to make a profit and to that end you do get the hard sell
on the extras. Overall they are very helpful and try hard to please you. Emailed and booked a
test drive. Got to the dealership 2 hr drive! Checked this out when I got home and it's not true!
Disappointed I didn't get to test-drive the car - gobsmacked at the bare faced lying!!! Have now
bought from elsewhere. Your loss Ron Skinner. Definitely NOT recommended. Excellent service,
responded quickly to enquiry. Helpful and professional in showroom. Really helpful sales team
without being pushy, they leave you have a wonder in peace. All the cars are open so you're
free to have a good look without the hard sell. Deal Done, it was wonderful experience and
everything went smooth within no time Sean got back to me really quickly and was very helpful.
The truck was in a good condition for a test drive and all paperwork readily available. Great
service from the Carshop. They couldn't do enough to make the experience of buying a great
one. Communication made the process smooth and easy. The car is amazing and very accurate
to the description. Apparently CV is interfering with their ability to update their sales via their
computer system! Excellent car dealership, very
mustang airbag
ds3 service light
toyota matrix spark plug change
relaxed experience without the usual pushy salesman. Great selection of quality cars, I would
highly recommend these guys. Thanks for my new car. We'll help you find great deals among
tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and a vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your

search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, gearbox, variant, days on the forecourt,
drivetrain, colour, engine, options and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops or photos, our filters can help with that too. Used Jaguar XF
Prestige for sale nationwide. By car By body style By price All makes All models. All years to All
years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus user.
Request information. Image not available. Why use CarGurus?

